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Quality sleep is the fuel that powers your day. At Sealy, ® 

it’s the reason we combine ground breaking orthopaedic 
research and state-of-the-art scientific techniques: including 
using sensor equipped test mannequins to understand the 
impact of mattress design on the body. The result is Sealy 
Posturepedic®: a bed designed to maintain your body’s natural 
alignment, ensuring comfort and support from head to toe.

COMFORT & SCIENCE HAVE ALIGNED.
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DESIGNED & 
TESTED,  SO YOU 
WAKE  UP  RESTED.
Without adequate spinal support, 
poor alignment can lead to back  
pain, discomfort and restlessness.  
For the best sleep possible, we 
designed a network of coils that 
sense your weight and respond  

with increasing levels of support 
that’s needed to help maintain  
your body’s natural alignment. 
Because when you’re well supported 
at night, you can get straight  
into your day.
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ALIGN SUPPORT® 

Intuitive two-stage coil  
system senses your weight  
and responds with the support 
needed to help maintain your 
body’s natural alignment.

WHAT 
INNOVATION 
FEELS  L IKE .

Not all mattresses are created equal. Inside the Elevate 
range is unique components designed and built to meet 
orthopaedically specified criteria, ensuring you wake up 
feeling alert, energised and ready to take on the day. 
Your body and mind elevated, thanks to the natural 
rejuvenation of unbroken, quality sleep.

EDGE SUPPORT 

Robust UniCased,® 

UniCased®XT or FlexiCased® 

housing offers edge to edge 
support across the entire 
sleep surface.

ENDUR ANCE BASE 

Combine your mattress with  
a matching Sealy Posturepedic®  

base featuring shock absorbing 
DuraFlex® modules for longer  
lasting comfort.

SMARTEX FABRICS 

By drawing moisture away 
from the surface, this 
unique fabric treatment 
works to cool and regulate 
your sleep climate.

COMFORTCORE® 

Unique SenseMaterial comfort 
layer quickly conforms to 
your body shape for 
enhanced pressure relief in 
any sleep position.
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E XPERIENCE 
COMFORT AT  
A NE W ANGLE.
Whether you’re reading, reclining, 
catching up on emails or 
watching TV, you’ll experience 
comfort at every level with an 
Elevate Flex model. With a range 
of Sealy Posturematic® Bases 

available, an adjustable bed  
offers lifestyle and medical 
benefits such as increased blood 
flow, decreased snoring and 
enhanced relaxation for sore  
joints and ailments.
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PERSONALISED  
TO YOUR STYLE.
Select an Endurance Base and 
organise your bedroom with 
optional in-built and customisable 
SpaceSaver® storage. With a range 
of designer fabrics also available 
you can keep your bed aligned 
with your home’s  unique style.

SWATCHES

BanksiaBlack

EucalyptusSliver GumMyrtle

Charcoal



Visit www.sealy.com.au for more details.

MATTRESS SIZING
Single 915 x 1900 

Single XL 915 x 2030 

King Single 1055 x 2030 

Double 1385 x 1900 

Queen 1525 x 2030 

King 1835 x 2030 

Super King 2030 x 2030

All sizes are nominal.  
Dimensions are in mm; width by length.

SINGLE | 915X1900
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SGXL | 915X2030 DOUBLE XL
1385X2030
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Watch Video


